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Abstract—The application layer forward error correction (FEC)
schemes of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) standard and IP Datacast over Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) services employ systematic Raptor codes. Additionally, the 3GPP MBMS standard
suggests the use of efficient enhanced Gaussian elimination (EGE)
matrix inversion algorithm for the Raptor decoder. In this letter we
propose a new incremental EGE (IEGE) algorithm, based on the
specification of the EGE. We perform a detailed performance and
complexity comparison with EGE, for various decoding scenarios.
We show that IEGE performs up to 15.8 times better. Additionally, we investigate the choice of the decoding scheme, based on the
symbol arrival rate.
Index Terms—Codes, FEC, incremental decoding, raptor decoder, raptor multimedia broadcasting, 3GPP MBMS.

I. INTRODUCTION
APTOR codes, since they were first introduced in [1],
have become the most successful member of the fountain codes family [2], [3]. Their popularity is, primarily, to the
fact that they achieve linear encoding and decoding times. Further, they are able to generate arbitrary number of encoding symbols as needed on the fly. This rateless property makes them a
preferred choice when the communication channel conditions
are unknown or vary extensively [1], [4]–[6]. Above all, Raptor
codes have become the dominant technology for broadcast/multicast services, due to the practical elimination of the feedback
channel. For that reason they have been chosen for the forward
error correction (FEC) scheme at the application layer in the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) standard [7], [8], and Digital
Video Broadcasting (DVB) Internet Protocol (IP) Datacast services [4], [9]–[12]. Furthermore, 3GPP MBMS standard suggests the use of an efficient Raptor decoding algorithm; enhanced Gaussian elimination (EGE) [13], for the most complex
Raptor decoding operation – the pre-code matrix inversion. For
most practical situations EGE is a preferred technique compared
to the well-known Gaussian elimination (GE) [7].
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In this paper we investigate the Raptor decoding for binary erasure channel (BEC). We assume scenarios where the
decoding may not be successful with the minimum required
number of received symbols, due to errors in the channel. In
such cases additional repair symbols are required.
The notion of incremental decoding for Raptor codes was first
introduced for the GE technique in [14]. However, since EGE is
a vastly superior technique, we propose a new algorithm, incremental EGE (IEGE), for the BEC. We show that IEGE outperforms EGE by up to 15.8 times.
The relative performance of IEGE compared to the incremental GE (IGE) in [14], is similar to that of EGE over GE.
It has been found that EGE outperforms GE for typical symbol
bytes, for all block size values [15].
size values
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces Raptor codes and their encoding and decoding processes.
Section III outlines the details of the EGE algorithm. The newly
proposed IEGE algorithm, together with its pseudo code, is described in Section IV. Section V presents the simulation results
and analysis. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RAPTOR CODES
The Raptor code specification in [7], uses a pre-code matrix
to encode a source symbol vector of size
into an intermediate symbol vector of size . Vector is padded with
zeros
, prior to the pre-coding. The
pre-code matrix (of size
) contains within it three sub
matrices; a low density parity check code (LDPC) matrix (of
size
), a code with higher density parity check matrix (of
size
) and a Luby Transform (LT) code matrix (of
size
) [15], [16]. The later makes the Raptor code systematic.
The intermediate vector is, further, encoded by an LT-code
to an encoded vector . The LT-code provides the rateless property, i.e. vector may be of arbitrary size. The first symbols in
are the source symbols, while the rest are repair symbols. The
pre-code relaxes the complexity of the LT-code, thus making
it possible for Raptor codes to achieve linear encoding and decoding times.
The Raptor decoder in [7] applies the pre-code first, and then
the LT-code. By doing so, it is able to decode a received encoded
vector of size padded with
zeros, into the original
vector , in the absence of errors in the channel. The most computationally intensive operation in the decoder is the inversion
of the pre-code matrix in;
(1)
where
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represents transpose of
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Fig. 1. Example of the operation of the EGE decoding algorithm. # = ",
l, and $ denote row exclusive-OR, row exchange, and column exchange,
respectively.

between column
has the least (at least one) nonzero elements
and column
. When found, row and row are exchanged. Next, if element
and there is a nonzero element on row at position , columns and of matrix are
exchanged. If there are other nonzero elements on row , the
,
columns containing them are exchanged with columns
and is incremented with each exchange, (
increments in
total). Then, row is XOR-ed with every row
,
which has a nonzero elements at position . At the end of each
step, increments with one. The process repeats until Phase I
completes successfully, when
. At the end of this
phase, matrix is reduced to the form shown in the bottom of
leftmost column in Fig. 1. Sub-matrix is an identity matrix,
sub-matrix
is a zero matrix, and sub-matrix
is
a nonzero matrix, which will be processed in Phases II and III.
If
at the end of Phase I, new repair symbols (matrix rows) have to be acquired and the decoding starts from the
beginning.
Phase II of the EGE algorithm converts the lower part of the
to an identity matrix , through the standard
sub-matrix
GE process. The forward elimination of GE starts at row and
continues to row
. If GE is successful, the last
rows
of matrix are discarded and the backward substitution is performed. If the forward elimination is not successful, additional
repair symbols (matrix rows) have to be acquired and restart the
decoding from the beginning. At the end of a successful Phase
II, matrix becomes square, as shown in the bottom of middle
column in Fig. 1.
In Phase III, matrix is used to zero matrix
. The final
from of matrix is shown in the bottom of rightmost column
in Fig. 1. The details of the EGE algorithm can be found in [7]
and [13].

III. EGE DECODING ALGORITHM

IV. INCREMENTAL EGE DECODING ALGORITHM

The EGE algorithm in [7] employs three main phases to invert the pre-code matrix . The operation of the algorithm is
illustrated through the example in Fig. 1. The form of the matrix , after each inversion phase, is given at the bottom of
Fig. 1. The form of each sub matrix within every step of the example is demonstrated through the use of boxes with different
line patterns and colors. The signs
, and
denote row
exclusive-OR (XOR), row exchange and column exchange operations, respectively. The text coloring in the example helps to
identify the matrix elements that are subjected to
, , and
operations.
To avoid the matrix multiplication in (1), the vector decoding
is combined with the matrix inversion and is performed at the
same time. When two rows of are exchanged or XOR-ed, the
same operation is performed on the corresponding symbols in
the received vector
in (1). At the end when
is inverted,
vector is transformed to a form which is a permuted version
of . Restoring the permuted version of to the right order,
requires application of the column exchange operations, which
were performed on matrix , to corresponding symbols of .
Let the pre-code matrix have rows and columns
. To achieve full rank, the dimensions of matrix
should
be such that
. Phase I of EGE uses two column
indices and , both initialized to zero. At each step, the algorithm goes through the matrix and selects row
, which

The EGE algorithm may fail after Phase I, if
,
or after Phase II, if there are no suitable pivot rows in the GE
process [17]. In such cases, additional rows (symbols) have to
be added to the matrix and start the decoding again from the
beginning. The IEGE algorithm enhances Phases I and II of
EGE with the ability to continue processing with the addition
of new matrix rows (symbols), without the need to restart the
decoding from the beginning. Algorithm I presents the pseudo
code of IEGE.
Algorithm I: The proposed Incremental EGE algorithm
Require:

;

1: Phase I
2: for

do
;

3:
4: for

do

5:

for

do

6:

if

then

7:
8: if

;
then
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9:

while
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do

47:

;

10:
11:

48:

;

13: for

15:

if

16:

51: for

do

53:

do

for

do

if

then

54:

18: if

then
;

19:
20: if

then
;

21:
22: for

do
;

23:
24:

;
do

25: for
if

27:

then
do

for

28:
29:

;

30: Phase II
31: for

do
do

32: for
33:
34:

do

52: for

then

17:

26:

do

50: Phase III

do
for

for

49:
;

12:

14:

then

if

;
then

if

35:

;
;

36:

;

37:
38:

The IEGE algorithm builds a column exchange schedule in
its Phase I. After any two columns are exchanged, their position indexes are stored. Further, when the algorithm fails to find
a suitable row for position , it acquires a set of additional
rows (symbols) (line 10 in Algorithm I), which are added at the
bottom of the matrix . The value depends on the symbol
arrival rate (Section V) and the number of available extra symbols. Those new rows have to be “updated” with the decoding
progress up to that point. At first, IEGE applies the column exchange schedule to the new rows (symbols). Next, IEGE excludes the rows with index
from the new rows,
through XOR operations. Finally, the algorithm searches for a
suitable row to replace the one at position . If it finds one, IEGE
continues its operation in the same way as EGE. If it fails, the
process described above repeats.
The behavior of IEGE in Phase II, when a proper pivot element can not be found, is similar to the one just described for
Phase I. A set of new rows are added (line 35 in Algorithm I),
updated, and included into the decoding process. The IGE algorithm in Phase II is a reduced complexity version of the one
reported in [14], achieving up to 7% better decoding time performance.1 In the IEGE algorithm, IGE is mainly required for
processing the diagonal elements that are situated in the lower
right corner of the matrix, when significant repair symbols are
available. Phase II of Algorithm I optimizes the use of those
symbols, resulting in an IGE performance improvement better
than that reported in [14].
Phase III of IEGE is the same as Phase III of EGE.

for

do

39:

for

40:

if

41:

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

do
then
do

for

42:
43:
44: if
45:
46: for

if

then

;

then
;
do

The decoding of a Raptor code usually starts as soon as at
least
symbols have been received. This is the minimum
number of symbols required to make the pre-code matrix
invertible and thus the decoding successful. Depending on the
communication channel, additional repair symbols may be
required for a successful decoding. If the decoding with
symbols fails, we can restart a new attempt after collecting a
1The performance measurements of various algorithms discussed in this
paper are performed on a NIOS II embedded processor, running on an
EP3SL150F1152 Altera Stratix III field programmable gate array (FPGA)
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Fig. 2. WER versus normalized decoding time complexity for
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O = 1.

Fig. 5. WER versus normalized decoding time complexity for EGE for

1024, for O = 1, 2, 4, and 8.

K=

group of additional
symbols. It should be obvious that
the probability of successful decoding increases with .

successful decoding, normalized to the time for a single run of
EGE with symbols. The WER is the representation of probasymbols, where
bility of unsuccessful decoding with
. In the plots of Figs. 2–4, various values of for
which the measurement are taken, are indicated with symbols
and for EGE and IEGE, respectively. For each plot the simulation results are acquired using 1 million trials. For
and
, IEGE reduces the complexity by a factor of 15.8, with
respect to EGE, while providing the same WER performance.
The relative complexity for the two algorithms, does not vary
significantly for other values of . With the increase in the step
size , the advantage of IEGE over EGE reduces, as expected.
We make an interesting observation that the slopes of the plots
for EGE in Figs. 2–4, become sharper when the number of additional repair symbols becomes more than 12. This unexpected
result is due to the fact that with more rows in the pre-code matrix, during the first phase of its operation, the EGE algorithm is
able to find more rows with least number of “1” elements, which
results in overall reduction in the decoding time.
One of the main advantages of Raptor codes is that they can
guarantee a higher than 99% successful decoding with just 8
extra symbols, for all
values, and almost all erasure rates
(channel conditions) [18]. The increase in complexity of the
IEGE algorithm rapidly reaches to a minimum floor with the
addition of new repair symbols. As a result the IEGE plots in
Figs. 2–4 closely overlap each other, for all WER and values.2
To highlight the effect of the step size on the complexity
of EGE decoding processes, we have combined the plots for
, 2 and 4, for
from Figs. 2–4. Additionally,
Fig. 5 shows the plot for
, for the same block size. Comparing the plots we observe that for the same WER the complexity reduces inversely with
and at the limit reaches the
performance of the IEGE. However, this requires a high code
overhead reducing the coding and bandwidth efficiency.

A. Effect of Overhead Symbols

B. Effect of the Symbol Arrival Rate

Figs. 2–4 compare the performance of EGE and IEGE algorithms, for
, and
and
, 256,
512, and 1024. The plots for
, (not shown here), are similar. The word error rate (WER) probability is plotted against
the normalized decoding time complexity, i.e. the time until a

To further analyze the role of
in the EGE decoding, we
need to include the rate at which the symbols arrive in the anal-

Fig. 3. WER versus normalized decoding time complexity for

O = 2.

Fig. 4. WER versus normalized decoding time complexity for

O = 4.

K

2Note that the normalization hides the fact that the linear increase in
leads
to a logarithmic increase in the decoding time ( matrix inversion). This is well
documented in [15].

A
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ysis. The overall decoding time for
summarized as;
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, 2, 4, and 8 can be

Fig. 6. Cross over points for t from O to O , O to O , and O to O for
(a) EGE and (b) IEGE.

(2)
Here the decoding time is normalized to the time for a single
symbols. Parameter is a relative comrun of EGE with
plexity factor corresponding to subsequent restart decoding attempts. In our chosen platform the average value of
.
The parameter is the probability of the decoding success with
the
additional symbol. indicates the normalized symbol
arrival time (with respect to a single run of EGE with
symbols).
Using (2), we can identify domains of superior performance
for
and
as;
domain:

to

cross over region:

Fig. 6(a) shows the cross over points for EGE, for
and
values for Raptor code obtained by simulations.
From the forgoing discussion, it is obvious that the choice of
depends on the rate of symbol arrival relative to the decoding time. For example, for 2 Mbps CIF H.264 video transmission, with Raptor code symbol size of
,
the symbol arrival rate is about 1 ms. On a high end platform
with negligible decoding time (less than
),
choosing a step size of
is the best choice. However, on
low end embedded system platform, where the decoding time
is significant [15], higher values of are more appropriate. For
example, if the decoding time is more than
,
, and
, the step size of
,
, and
, respectively, should be used.
For the case of IEGE where
is only a small fraction
of the EGE case, (3) modifies to;
domain:

to

domain:

cross over region:

domain:
(3)

We observe that for slow/fast rate of symbol arrival, the use
of
is advantageous. From (3), the value for the cross
over point from
to
lies in the region
. The
similar expressions for the cross over regions from
to
,
and from
to
are;

(6)
The expressions for the domains of ,
and
are similar.
With the IEGE algorithm, the cross over points for
to
,
to
and
to
shift to
0.61, 0.29, and 0.13, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(b). For a
given symbol rate, the timing margin available for the decoding
increases with IEGE. In other words, it shifts the balance in
favor of the lower values of . This is also beneficial in terms
of bandwidth efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION

(4)

(5)

This paper presented a new incremental enhanced Gaussian
elimination (IEGE) decoding algorithm for Raptor codes, based
on the 3GPP MBMS standard decoding algorithm (EGE). The
performance of the proposed IEGE in BEC was investigated.
Additionally, the two algorithms were compared based on their
normalized decoding time complexity and in relation to the
symbol arrival rate. It was demonstrated that IEGE shows a
significant complexity reduction.
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